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Every year new fishing gears and methods are developed to increase fishing 
efficiency and effectiveness. Recently, technological innovation has resulted 
in a varlety of "selective" fishing gears which anempt target fishlng based on 
varlous Cnteria, ~ u c h  as specles, fish size, fish shape and specific behavioural 
charactertstics 
Many of these new harvesting technologies have originated directly from the 
harvesters themselves. Th~s may be considered a role reversal ~n the way 
that fishing gear has traditionally been developed and managed In the past. 
most research was conducted onboard government research vessels or 
through charters of private vessels. These initiatives were primanly deslgned 
and managed by the Department of Fishenes and Oceans at arms length 
Involvement from ~ndustry. 
Today more research and development work is being done within co- 
operative arrangements in order to identify appropriate harvesting 
technologies and to enable government and industry to work together to 
achleve conservation goals. This change m approach, however, requires a 
more fundamental understanding of the entire process involved, including 
how fishing wmmunities' appmach the question of technology transfers and 
how this affects successful implementation of the new gear or method into the 
management framework. 
This paper portrays the development of selective nsh harvesting technolog~es 
through examination of dedicated selectivity projects completed wlthin a co- 
operative framework. By promoting significant harvester involvement In 
project design and implementatlon, the core of a successful management 
framework, which ultimately Includes voluntaly acceptance, may become 
more apparent 
TO illustrate the importance of a cooperative project framework, emphasis is 
placed on the Atlantic Canadian experience, in particular the Newfoundland 
region and the involvement of the smaller scale harvester in selectwe 
harvesting projects Examples of selectivity projects are presented foilow~ng a 
comprehensive review of h e  selective fish harvesting concept. This 
information forms the basis for a discussion on how the transfer of technology 
s affected by the status of h e  resource, cost reduction requirements. 
regulatoly considerations, and industry acceptance. Suggestions are made 
regarding how acceptance of selective harvesting initiatives may be positively 
~nfluenced by establishing a comprehensive project planning and 
implementatlon process. 
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I. 0 Introduction 
The purpose of this paper 1s to portray the development of selective fish 
harvesting technologies through examination of dedicated selectivity prolects 
completed within a cooperative management framework. This discussion is 
grounded upon two sources The first is documenta~y information m the 
technology and management of selective fishing gears and the way in which 
technology is appreciated by fishing communities. The second IS the recognltlon 
that current literature does not usually include both soclal and technical sccence, 
although they are fundamentally connected. This paper anempts to present the 
material fmm both of these perspectives in a manner consistent wkh good 
fishery management practices. The information used to complete this report 
was gathered through review of currant literature and Informal discuss~ons wlth 
those who participate ~n selective harvesting inlatiies such as harvesters, 
technologists, scientists and representatives from the vanous funding agencles 
in order to effectively discuss a toplc as diverse as fishing gear seiectivty some 
background is necessary. This background must include the basic attitudes and 
difficulties associated with the technology transfer environment, the 
development of the "selective" halvesting concept, the seletil ity process, how 
seiedivity is measured, and the expected effects of selective harvesting on 
resource dynamics. The information covered in Sections 1.0 and 2.0 will be 
further considered in Section 3.0, which provides specific project examples to 
illustrate current selectivity work In this region. Finally. Section 4 0 of this report 
will consider problem of the ach~eving stated conservation goals amldst 
ewnomlc constra~nts and uncertainties whllst malntacning an effective transfer 
of technology. 
Every year new fishing gean are developed and adopted by the fishing industry 
in order to increase fishing efficiency and effectiveness. Recently, technolog~cai 
innovation has resulted ln a variety of 'selective' fishing gean which attempt 
target fishlng based on various criteria. such as species, fish slze and shape. 
speclflc behavioral charactenstics. etc. (Femo & Olsen 1995; Gundenon 1993). 
These selective criteria are incorporated into gear design and fishing 
techniques and together with increased harvestefs knowledge, have become 
fundamental properties of responsible fishing practtces. 
At the same time that what are frequently termed responsible fishlng practices 
and selective fishing gears are being developed, there is the matter of 
determining the appropriateness of selective fish~ng gean in certain 
circumstances. In particular, selection of fish based on size has prompted 
discussion of how removing a narrow range of size classes may harm stock 
structure and ecosystem balance (Krohn B Ken 1987). Canada's Fisheries 
Resource Conservation Council (FRCC) has recommended that all fishing gear 
should be capable of targeting a range of fish sizes of the desired species, 
providing a degree of protection for both the large successful spawners and 
juveniles (FRCC 1997a..5). Others believe that the key to sustainable resources 
may be concentration upon reasonable exploitation levels, somewhat 
~rrespective of harvesting means and range of fish sizes captured. In light of 
these concerns, the fishing industry in Atlantic Canada has followed a cautlous 
but progressive approach to the development of selective fish harvesting 
practices through the completion of dedicatd selectivity projects. 
Successful selectivity can be of significant benefit to harvesters. Development 
of fishlng gear which allows for the harvesting of targeted species, helps ensure 
that bycatches are reduced and juveniles are permiiied a chance to reach 
reproductive size. This enables Increased recruitment, stock biomass growth. 
avoidance of destructive harvesting practices and maxlmhzatlon of economlc 
benefns by reduction of time spent sorting the catch (Aquaprojects 1995..16). 
In Canada a growing awareness of these benefes has resulted in increased 
support for the development and transfer of selective fishing technalog~es. 
Industry, in partnership arrangements with various levels of government, has 
completed over 100 selectivity projects in recent years (OF0 1998..1). These 
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1.1 The Technology Transfer Problem 
The difficulty encountered In regulating various aspects of select~ve fish~ng 
methods contributes to the problem of effedlve technology Iransfer from those 
who design and regulate selectlvlty devices to those who are expected to 
regularly employ them. According to Jallade 8 Prado (1998). w m n t  flshlng 
technoiogtes and practices are also a resuit of continual development over a 
long period of time, which makes scheduling introduction and change difficult. 
A myriad of situations in Atiantlc Canada which require alternative approaches 
and a dispersal of harvesters around the reglon also create slgnlficant 
problems. These problems are compounded by the fact that harvesters 
commonly perceive changes in gear technology regulations as further 
restrictions and constraints to their current operations. 
While voluntav acceptance of new selective technologies may be the preferred 
scenario, may be difficult without financial or other Incentives (Watson 1998 
A). In additton, technologies that result In an increased cost to the harvester or 
a perceived loss of revenue wlll be resisted. Successful development and 
acceptance of selective fishing tednolog!es also requires effective 
communication between harvesters, fisheries technologists and the 
enforcement body (DFO). Jallade 8 Prado (1998) have recognized that 
although gear technologists have a fundamental role in the development 
process they may not necessarily have the time or competence to effectively 
transfer new technology to the harvester. 
A s~gn~ficant portion of current literature on the subject of selective fishing 
methodologies identifies the communlcatlon gap between harvesters and 
technology developers as a problem which has to be overcome, however a 
definitive approach to overcoming this problem has yet to be cdentified. In the 
past, most research and development work in Atlantic Canada was conducted 
onboard government research vessels or thmugh charters of private vessels 
These initiatives were primarily designed and managed by DFO at arms length 
involvement fmm industry. DFO was also chiefly responsible for transferal of 
experimental results to ~ndustry and for implementation of new methods, which 
usually resulted in the addition of more gear-related regulations. This approach 
has proven too expensive and the 'top down" method of ~ntmducing gear 
regulations has resulted in conflict with industry. Harvesters and the~r 
representative assac!ahons have increased the demand for the formulation of 
partnerships in order to increase fisher involvement, dose the transfer gap, and 
share more of the associated costs. 
The process of developing a selective hawesting method within such a 
cooperative framework may be represented diagrammatically as a triangle 
surrounded by a regulatory body which defines regulations under which 
harvesters, funding agencies. gear manufacturers and scientlstsltechnologists 
must comply (Fig.1). Scientists and technologists have been respons~ble largely 
for formulating the 'selectivihl' mncept and have attempted to design seiectlve 
devices or methods as well as determining some of the~r impacts on harvesting 
characteristics and population dynamics. 
Fig.1 suggests the diiculty ~n fully grasplng the potentlai impacts of selectlvlty 
initiatives an the resource where the trlangie stretches beyond the regulatory 
framework. This reflects the inherent ~nabilily to exercise measurable contmi 
over a natural resource. Th!s 15 the environment in which selective nshing 
initiatives and transfers of harvesting technology exist. For thelr part, harvesters 
within thls framework identify problems associated with various harvestang 
methods and are chief catalysts in attempts to Initiate technology transfers. 
Harvesters put pressure on the entlre framework to provide a means whereby 
they may 1) continue to fish under noticeable resource deciine. 2) increase the 
profitability of their enterprise, and 3) justify their existence as responsible 
participants by employing selective fishing gears. Harvesters, because of their 
traditional practices and practical expertise, assume a technologist role to an 
extent and have contributed greatly to the process of gear development despite 
doubts about the~r "anecdotal' knowledge. To be effectiie. scientists and 
Technologists, in tum, must view harvesting operations from an emnomic and 
social perspedive in order to propariy understand the environment in which 
their knowledge and devices will Rnaily be tested. Concentrating on only the 
.science" ofthe problem will ultimately lead to d'ifflcuity during implementation. 
Completing the framework are the funding agencies and associations wh'h  
provide the essential mDnasry support and add'hnal technical expertise for 
the valious projects. Although funding agencies tend to vary in h i r  degree of 
interaction with project partidpants, succeas depends on the funding agencie's 
ability to rewgnize: 1) the seledMty concept invdved, 2) its importance to 
project suaas, and 3) that secured funding be delivered when the project 
demands. The effectiveness of selectivity projects has been reduced on 
occasion when delays in formal funding arrangements forced at sea testing 
trials to be conducted during undesirable mnditions and when fish aggregations 
were unavailable. 
Flshing gear seiectivity may mean different things to different peaple To a 
harvester it may imply the avoidance of species that interfere w~th the economlc 
capture of an asslgned quota or a dlrect threat to one's abillty to pursue the 
quota. It may also necessitate the modification of harvesting gear or previous 
methods of capture to reduce the retenhon of luvenile fish In order to justify 
mntinued harvesting efforls. To a fisheries manager, knowledge of seiect~ve 
hawesting characteristics may affect decisions regarding quota allocations 
amongst various gear sectors and reglonal boundaries. To the fisheries 
scientist, seiectivity may mean the calculation and recommendation of a 
balance between acceptable and unacceptable harvesting methods and levels 
of effort on various species. To the gear technologist or fish behavtorist tt may 
mean matching knowledge of the specific problem to the available or potentlai 
array of devices to successfully exclude or retaln a specitic size or species of 
fish. 
In order to appreciate the rationale behind lhe development of selective 
harvesting projects, it is necessary to examine the Mncept of fishing gear 
selectinty. The following section outlines selective fish harvesting, the process 
of selectivity as ~t applies to the major gear types in Atiantlc Canada, the 
measurement of gear selectivity, and expected benefits or consequences of 
selective Rsh harvesting. 
2.0 The Concept of Selective Fish Hamesting 
2.1 Fishing Gear Selectivity 
Traditional technolog~cai approaches almed at reducing exploitation pressure 
on fish populations have focused on ilmitlng the capture of non-target specles 
and juvenile fish by improving the selective characterlstlcs of gear employed. 
Gear seled~vlty issues have been present in some fonn at least since the 14'" 
Century when a petition was passed in England banning the use of trawls whlch 
caught understzed fish (Blades 1995..71). Modern selectivity research. 
however, was born out of recognition that fishlng gears, consisting mabnly of 
flexible twine. rape. and netting, change shape considerably during the course 
of operation, affecting how Ssh are retained or released. Russian scientist F.I. 
Bamnov pioneered the study of the change in shape of fishing gears under 
d~fferent forces. Baronov was the Snt to apply methods of mathematical 
analysis to the investigation of fishing gear and their propert~es (Andreev 1976) 
Bamnov was also a scientist who acknowledged the impomnce of fish behavlor 
patiems for the development of fishing gear. In 1914 Bamnov produced a 
paper entitled 'The Pmblem of Overfishing", where he criticized traditbonai 
beliefs current in fishe~y science at that time (Andreev 1976). One of these 
beliefs was that exploitation pressure did not influence the future bioioglwi 
pmdud~on of a fish population. Although Baronov and his eally colleagues may 
not have used the term 'seledivity' to describe their work. I is now widely 
rewgnized that the way in which fishing gears catch and retain fishes of certatn 
species and sizes can influence [to varying degrees) the growth characterlstlcs 
of a fish population. 
Much of the work of these eady ptoneers of fishing gear science was motivated 
by concern over the widespread practice of high gradbng of commerc~al food 
fishes end the discarding of non-target species. In splte of the knowledge 
gained through early attempts to reduce wasteful fishing practices, the fishing 
tndustry and sclentlsts alike did not fully appreciate the consequences of these 
practices for recruitment and population growth unttl as late as the 1960's. It 1s 
now estimated by the F w d  and Agricultural Organization (FAO) that over 60% 
of the world's fisheries resources are overexploited or at maxlmum output levels 
(FA0 1996) Today wnflict and competition over shrinking resources and an 
mcreased knowledge base about population growth and ecological parameters 
has prompted the development of a new selective harvesting sclence involving 
scientists, gear technologists, fishers and academics. 
Selective harvesting or fishing gear selectivity is best defined as "the process 
whereby fish are targeted and captured based on species, size, sex or a 
combination of these". Under a management framework which promotes 
sustainable harvesting operations, selective harvesting methods are used to 
catch only targeted fish. reieasing unharmed those which are essentially 
unwanted. 
Selectivity may be divided into two broad categories, size selectivity, and 
species selectivity. The basic characteristics of any fishing gear or harvesting 
method are the ways m whlch t elther retalns or excludes a particular slze or 
shape of fish due to gear deslgn and ns appilcation. 
Size selectivity has become a fundamental tool In fishenes management based 
on the knowledge that h e  future of the various stocks IS dependent upon the 
slze and maturity of the fish captured. According to Maclennan (1995 1). the 
pnmary Intention behind the modification of fishing gear has been to facilitate 
the escape of small fish, which is "clearly beneficial for the future yleld'. The 
lheory is that new fishing methods. which reduce the capture of small fish wall 
lead to an Increase In catch per unit effort over time as the subsequent yleld 
would be comprised more of the older, larger fish. This foilows Beverlon and 
HolYs (1957) classical theory of exploited fish populations, whlch prompted 
discussions regarding size retention characteristics of fishlng gean. The actual 
change in yield whlch results due to altered gear selectivity characteristics is 
being investigated more homughiy as there is a concern lhat a selection range 
too narrow (i.e targeting only a few year dasses) may not be beneficial to 
sustained stock health. Gillnets, for example, because of the catching principle 
involved, may effectively exclude both large and small fish. However, when 
certain year classes are mnsistently removed over time, it stands to reason that 
recruitment may be affected. 
Species selectivity describes the process of retalnlng only target specles and 
minimizing by-catch specles that are either unwanted because of poor 
economlc return or because regulations lhmbt the percentage of a certa~n 
species which may be caught. Species selectivity 1s defined as the ratio of non- 
target fish to target fish caught in the fishing gear. Species selectiv~ty may be 
more difficult to achieve than size selectivity due to the i~mited opportunity to 
employ more simple management tw ls  such as mesh size restndions. 
Species selectivity depends on an indepth appreciation of fish behavior ~n 
order to design fishing gear or to suggest ways in which gean should be 
operated. For example, mid-water trawls used to harvest redfish aggregating at 
mid depths effectively avold other groundfish species inhabtt~ng areas closer to 
the bottom. Another example of species selectivity based on behavioral 
characteristics 1s the use of trawls with cutaway headlines. The use of thls 
device is based primarily on gear avoidance behaviors of the studied species. 
When a fish tires during herdlng by an approaching trawl, it will turn and swtm 
back towards Ule trawl mouth. Studies have shown that certain species exhibit 
noticeable variations in the way that this behavior occurs. Codfish, for example. 
tend to turn and head directly back into the trawl while haddock show a 
tendency to turn and head upwards towards the headline (Ferno & Olsen. 
1995). A trawl with a cut-away headline gives haddock an improved chance of 
escape, without a significant reduction in the catch of md. 
The ability to select based on speaes is of great Importance to harvesten. 
especially those who must avold by-catches of regulated specles in order to 
continue their operations. One of the examples is by-catch restrlctlons 
employed as a management tool to reduce the incidental take of gmundfish 
species, such as cod and haddock, during operations for other species Under 
normal c~rcumstances areas would be closed or vessels would have to curtall 
haNeStlng 1 cod or haddock bycatch were to exceed a cerlain percentage. 
The ability to fish in a selective manner IS also impottant for the protection of 
species which may be considered either endangered or threatened. Marlne 
mammals, seabirds. Atlantic salmon and other specles requ~ring some form of 
protection have prompted the development of species selective devlces such as 
audible alarms, deflector panels or underwater gear setting rnechanlsms. 
2.2 The Selectivity Process 
In a fish harvesting operation, success ultimately varies with environmental and 
ecological conditions along with the practical and mechanical features of the 
fishing process. From a pure catch per unit of effort perspective, the most 
successful operation would effectively employ a gear whlch retalns all fish 
regardless of slze and species. In order to wltness a truly non-selectiie catchlng 
process such as this, each individual fish coming in contact wbth the gear would 
have to have the same likelihood of capture as any other. Also. the capture of 
the individual fish would have to be independent from those fish already 
captured. Any deviation from these Wo constraints, which 1s essentially 
unavobdable, introduces a form of selectivity. True 'non-selective" fishing, for all 
intents and purposes, does not exist (Blordal & Lokkeborg 19961. 
All fishing gears are in some form selective due to the fact that Vle catchlng 
principle of the gear itself and the way m which R is operated results In some 
species or sizes of certain species being caught more easily than others Added 
to this are spatlal considerations such as habitat preferences, which means that 
a fisws availability or accessibility to a certain gear type will differ from area to 
area. The success of a fishing operation and the resultant catch will therefore 
depend on where the fisher sets Vle gear. Once a location has been chosen. 
catch composition will depend on how the gear performs and haw the fish 
responds to the gear (Bjordal& Lokkeborg 1996) A description of the process 
of selectivity and associated selective characteristics of the predominant gear 
types employed In the Atlantic fish~ng industry is presented in Section 2.2.1 & 
2.2.2. 
2.2.1 Mobile Gear 
The major mobile gear types used in the Atlantic reglon mclude trawls or seine 
nets wh~ch are propelled through the water column usually by towing, and which 
attemptto catch and retaln Ssh by a process of herding and entrapping usually 
in the after section of the gear. Although the method of seinlng relies more on 
the encircling principle and tends to target pelagic species. Ihe selective 
process IS Similar to that of trawls 
Trawls 
The selective process can be qulte complicated. However, for trawls it generally 
begins when a fish detects the presence of the approaching gear. Fish that 
react at this point may successfully avoid wming into wntact wlth the gear. 
Fish that do not detect the gear or react in time will ether be caught and 
retained (e g. a fish entering the mouth of a trawl and wntinuing into the 
codend), or will be released via the trawls ability to fish selectively. Selectivity 
during mob~le gear operations is generally influenced by three factors. 
1) Horizontal and vertical distribution of the fish relative tothe gear 
and 6sh1 l g  lacatton 
2) Spec fc  behavlor of the f.sh n tne vlunlty of tne gear 
3)  otnns~c select on propen es of the gear 
One t e n  used in the description of mobile gear selectivity is -vulnerablIify". or 
sometunes ''catchability" which may be defined as the probabii~ty of entenng the 
gear given that a lndlv~dual is in its path (Gundenon 1993..13). Vulnerability 1s a 
measure of a fish's abliity to detect the presence of gear and exact avoidance 
through use of sensory organs and locomotive capacity. Vulnerability can be 
expected to decrease with individual Rsh slze as these senses become more 
developed and the fish is better equlpped to avoid the gear. Thls should not be 
confused with the likelihood that larger fish might be more suscephbie to 
retention because of the selective propertles of the gear. Mobile gear seiectivlty 
therefore can be considered as the probability that a individual fish will be 
retained by the gear given that it is vulnerable to the gear and its intrinsic 
selectwe properties. 
Visual perception and acoustic detection abilities of the fish influence 
vuinerabdi. Wardle (1993) concluded that vislon IS one of the primaly senses 
involved In trawl capture. Unlike giiinets, trawls do not catch fish through a 
process of passive filtering: the fish perform a series of behavioral responses 
during different stages of the catching process. The initial response is a reaction 
to the warps and sand clouds herding fish into the mouth of the trawl, followed 
by orientation responses to the approach of the trawl nenlng and, finally. 
escape reactions with~n the codend (Fern0 8 Oisen 1995). identification of 
these behaviors provides opportunity to implement selective devices or 
methods such as the cutaway headline des~gn for groundfish traviis. 
Those fish caught are then etther retained by the gear or released by escaplng 
through the meshes or via a selectivity dence, such as a separator gate or 
escape window. The final selective process occun once the gear has been 
recovered and the catch is accessible on deck. Here, the fisher chooses 
whether the fish IS to be discarded or retained. Discarding is usually resewed 
for trash species due to the resultant mortality. However. some specles of 
certa~n slze such as juvenile Atlantic hallbut, may be returned to the water with 
a degree of survivability. This is true for both fixed and mobile gean although 
fixed gear methods, such as ionglines or mdtraps, have greater potentlal for the 
successful release of indiv!duals. 
The manner in which the gear selects against (releases) the fish influences the 
rate of incidental mortality, which is of obvious concern. For example, fish 
squeezing through md-end meshes may suffer significant scale loss, rendering 
them less resilient to disease and predation (see Broadhunt el ai 1997; Chopin 
& Arimoto 1995). This raises a fundamental concern with respect to the 
development of seiedive fishing methods. The expected benefit fmm using Re 
device must clearly outweigh any negative impacts. For example, the use of 
plasticized netting in the construction of a trawl has the potential to malntatn 
proper mesh opening and improve gear selectivity. However, the nening may 
be made more abrasive, causing damage to fish escaping through the mesh 
openmgs. 
2.2.2 Fixed Gear 
The major fixed gear halvesting methods, longlines, gillnets, traps and pats, are 
also referred to as "passive" fishing methods. These gears are stationary and 
Ihe encounter between fish and gear results from the movement of the fish 
towards the gear. For longline and pot fishlng, this movement IS initiated and 
directed by the smell stimulus from the bait, whlch aggregates the fish around 
the gear (Bjordal 8 Lokkborg 1996). For gilinets and unbaited traps (codtraps). 
success depends upon setting the gear in such a manner that the fish are 
caught and retained during normal swlmming and feeding activity as well as 
long distance migration. Knowledge of a fish's dally movement characteristics 
and migratory behavior is fundamental. 
Longlines 
The catchlng process in longlining may be bmken down into stages. Longlines 
are stationary devices so the fish must fin1 be amused and attracted to the 
baled hwks. Following the aiiraction process, which is governed by chemical. 
visual and physical aspects of the bait, the fish must perform the necessary 
behavior panems in order to be caught (Ferno 8 Olsen 1995). Specific hook 
size and shape and size or type of bait predominantly deterrnlne longllne 
selectiuty. Bait slze, however, has been identified as the pnmary selective 
characteristic of longlines (Bjordai 8 Lokkborg 1996). 
Specific hook and/or balt size effectively target specific sue ranges of fish and 
th~s also results In a degree of species seiectivity. Small fiatfish species, for 
example. are unable to ingest hooks used to catch typical roundflsh species 
(cod, haddock etc) because of thelr small mouths and buccal cavities. 
In all stages of the hooking process parallels can be drawn wlth the fish's 
natural foraging behavlor. Therefore the development of successful halvestlng 
methods or selectivity dev~ces depends on the investigation of speciflc fish 
behaviors when In proximity to the gear 
Baited Potr 
During the arousal and lacation phase, the process of selecting for sizes and 
species is similar to that of longlines, although the distribution of the ador plume 
is different (Ferno 8. Olsen 1995). The process of ingestion of the bad is not 
important due to the fact that the fish has already been caught by the time they 
make contact with the bait. Pols have different selective properties from most 
other types of fishing gean. Ths design of the pot entrance for example is 
auciai to the escape or retention of certain species or sizes. Mesh slze and 
shape is also Important to the selectton of certain sizes once the fish has 
entered the oot. 
Gillneb 
Gillnet selectivity is influenced by several facton although mesh slze IS 
generally considered to be the most Important. Other factors ~nclude mesh 
shape and hanging ratio, which influences tension on the meshes. Too low a 
hanglng ratio may lead to poor selection as mesh shape and slze will distort 
Type of netting material used, twine thickness, and wior may also influence the 
catching process, which usually occun In one of three ways, wedging, gilling 
or entangling. Wedging occun when a fish squeezes through the mesh 
opening until ~ t s  gllm exceeds the opening and the fish is caught. Giliing occurs 
when the fish's head enten the mesh openlng and is prevented from retreating 
by the gill coven, which become caught in the mesh. Entangi~ng refers to 
capture when a fish attempts to escape the net and the netting itself closes 
around the fish's badv. 
Capture in these three ways depends greatly on the shape of me particular 
species of fish encountered, meaning that gillnets are inherently both size and 
species selective (Aquaprojects 1995..4.11). Other facton influencing the 
selectivity of gillnets include the environment in which the gear is operated 
(fishing depth, current strength and direction, water clarity, migratory behavtor 
of the fish, etc). 
Unbaifed Traps (Cod or Capelin imps) 
Cod or Capeiin taps are similar to moblle gears in that the primary selective 
mechanism is the size and shape of the nenlng m the reglon of the geer that 
retains the catch. For traps, this occurs in the back panel where the "dry~ng 
twine" IS located. Traps are usually employed in shallow inshore reglons 
through whlch fish regularly move or wngregate. Long leaders, often Nnnlng 
from share to the mouth of the trap, guide fish inside where a funnel effectively 
prevents their escape. Fish tend to follow along me leader instead of swimming 
through the meshes. therefore most of the selenive pmcess occurs within the 
trap. However, the way In which the leader is designed (wlh fish deflectors, for 
example) and depth fished can be used to select against non-target specles 
such as Atlantic salmon. This lntmduces a form of species selectivity. 
For species such as herring (and capelin), which group m size ranges of mature 
fish. the mesh size can be selected appropriately (Sainsbury 1996..260). Far 
species such as cod, undersized fish will have a likelihood of being retained in 
the net. The majority of these fish can be returned to the water safely, 
suggesting that this particular gear offers an effedve means of size selection 
Trap deslgns that allow for the retention of juveniles in holding nets or cages. 
for further grow-out to commercial size, hold slgnlficant potential. 
in addition to the selective characteristics of varlous harvest methods, a form of 
selection arlses from natural processes within the environment and the fish 
population itself. For example, as fish migrate, their access~bbl~ty and 
vulnerability to fishing operattons Is altered Changlng tides and wrrents affect 
the operation of gear and the behavior of the fish, both of whlch Influence 
selectivity. Further, changes in water temperature over time and iocat~on affect 
fish behavior, aitenng the catching process and resulting gear selectiv!ty. 
The entire process of gear selectivity 1s therefore an interaction between the 
fish population, the catching principle of the gear involved, and the state of the 
natural environment. All of which must be factored lnto the final analysts of 
gear selectivity and the appmprlateness of the gear for commercial use. 
2.3 Measuring Gear Seledlvity 
The ability to determine the selectivity of a fishing gear is of fundamental 
importance to sustainable fishenes management. Dunng the 1980's Canadian 
cod stocks were managed under the assumption that selectivity of commercial 
gears (mainly otter trawls) decreased at older age classes. Statistical analysis 
has since proven this a false assumption (Myers B Cadigan 1995). For most 
spectes and gear types, seledvity Increases with slze, while vulnerability to the 
gear decreases (Gunderson 1993..13). This oversight may have led to the 
ouerest~matmn of spawning biomass which In turn led to the collapse of the 
stock (Myers & Hoenlg 1996..1). The selectivity of a gear must also be 
measurable with some accuracy in order to estimate the potential of a selectwe 
method or device to be included as part of the regulatory framework. 
With increased fisher involvement in the transfer of selective fishlng 
technologes lhere IS a growing need for industry standardization wlth respect to 
conducting selectivlty experiments. For example, the 4R cod fishery for 1997 
enabled fishers to harvest the~r quota elther by uslng longbne, or by mnductlng 
experimental selectivity trlals wlth vanous gear types pmvidlng that the catch 
dld not exceed the ~nd'iidual quotas (DFO 1998a..1) Far harvesters and gear 
technologists proposing to undertake a study there are three main sources of 
published selectivity information from which such projects may be generated. 
The International Council for the Exploration of the Sea (ICES) has completed 
the ~ Manual of Methods of Measuring the Selectlvily of Towed Fishing 
Gean (1!396). Thls document was designed to assist in the practical application 
of size and species selectivity projects In the absence of readily available 
specialized knowledge . The Responsible Fishing Operations Branch of the 
Federal Department of Fishertes and Oceans has produced a Manual for the 
Measurement of Gear Selecb'vity (1995). This manual has since been used 
as a basis to publish a senes of specific protocols for individual gear types 
whlch have been released in pamphlet form for easy dispersal to Interested 
harvesters and industry personnel. 
The requirement for speciRc protocols stems from the changing nature of the 
research tnto fishing gear selectivity and the concepts that are ~nvoived. One of 
the fundamental concepts is the slze retention or selectivity curve. When 
length frequency data are collected from selectivity expenments, a curve may 
be generated which indlcates the selection range of a specific gear type. The 
steepness of the wrve indcates how effective a gear is at retaining a spec!Sc 
slze of fish. Selection curves are normally compared at the polnts where 50% of 
the fish are retained, the L50 reference point (Royce 1972 221). The selection 
range IS defined as the range between the 25% retention size (U5) and the 
75% retentton size ( U S ) .  A shallow curve that gradually changes between L25 
and L75 suggests a poor selection process, wh!le a curve that exhlblts a steep 
slope indicates optimum selection (Aquaproiects 1995..2-11) 
Mobile gears tend to retain a wider range of sizes and generally produce S- 
shaped seledi~ty curves (Fig. 2). The characteristtc S-shape of the curve is 
produced when the gear allows the escape of small fish through the meshes. 
whlie the larger fish become more likely to be retalned. As stze increases 
escapement approaches zero and all fish are retained. 
The relation between the slze of the mesh end the size of the fish retalned 
depends on the relation of mesh circumference to fish girth and to a lesser 
extent the diameter of the twine, stretch factor of the fibre, and hanging ratlo of 
Figure 2.0 : SShaped Seledivltycurve (Source : AquaprojMts, 1995) 
the netting. The selectivity of trawl nets is usually determined through 
comparative experiments in which trawls of different construdlon are fished 
side by side and the results compared. The seleaion potential of a trawl can 
also be determined by covering the codend with a fine mesh liner or by rigging 
a 'trouser trawl" with a different mesh slze or dev~ce in each leg from whlch the 
fish can be examined afler the selectton process. 
It must be noted that the information gathered from generating a selenlvity 
curve would not indicate other forms of seled~vlty that may occur before the fish 
is actually in dlrect mntact with the gear. 
It is believed that only a portion of the fish small enough to escape through me 
meshes of a trawl actually do so (Whileman et al 1996) Therefore the lower 
lhmb of the selectivity curve (Fig. 2) may not reach zero as some fish which are 
small enough to pass through the meshes bemme mixed wlth the rest of the 
catch and are prevented from escaping . This is mmmonly referred to as the 
cod-end 'masking effect'. The ability for escape from a trawl depends on many 
factors ~ncluding fish exhaustion, the shape meshes take while the trawl a 
being towed, and whether the proper st~mulus is present to encourage the fish 
to attempt escape. 
Fixed gears such as gillnets produce a more pronounced bell shaped curve 
(Fig. 3). The characteristic bell shape is produced via the typical selection 
properties of these gears, which may prevent retention of the large fish but also 
permit the escape of smaller fish in relation to size. The width of a bell-shaped 
cuwe illustrates the selection range of the gear and Me height at any given 
polnt will ~ndicate the efficiency at a given length of fish. The hlghest point on 
the curve will indicate the optimum size of fish captured by the gear 
(Aquaprojects 1995..2-10). 
Figure 3.0 : Typical Bell-Shaped Selectivity Curve (Source: Aquaprojects 1995) 
To campare the selectivity of most fixed gears ~t usually is necessary to 
compare catches of each gear under well-defined fishing wnditions against the 
population of fish available to the gear. The most difficult step is obtaining a 
reitable estimate of the proportion of the population available to the gear. This is 
usually approxlmated by employing a gear that is relatively non-selective, i.e a 
small mesh survey trawl. This provides an indication of the size classes 
available to the experimental ge* -+a differsme in seledivi$ curves between 
gear types is attributable to Me catching principle involved and any 
modifications made to the seledive characteristics of the gear. 
2.4 Expected Benefits and Consequences of Selective Harvesting 
in 1997 the Northwest Atlantlc Fisheries Organization (NAFO) held a 
symposium entitled "What Future for Capture Fishenes?' The symposium 
included discussions that addressed the need for a reductton in exploitation 
levels and reduced pressure on fish resources to ensure vlable stocks for the 
future In particular, impmved fish capture technology through pm~ects atmed at 
developtng more selective methods of haNest was ldenmied as a priority. 
Selectivty prolects are essentially attempts to investigate the seledlve 
propenles of a harvesting method in the hopes of impmvlng the sustalnabie 
growth paameten of a fish population Selective harvesting projects may be 
designed fmm a size selective perspective (e.g. retaining only larger, mature 
fish), a spectes perspective (avoidance of bycatches), or a wmblnation of both. 
Selective harvesting may also be employed in a limited capacity to retaln or 
exclude a specific sex or level of maturity. 
In previous management frameworks, minimum mesh size requirements were 
determined at a time when catch rates and yearly landings did not give cause 
lor mncem regarding resource sustainability. Today it has been established 
that not only is minimum mesh slze important but the actual shape of the mesh 
may also be criiical. Minimum mesh sizes are determined by examining the 
foml and function of the target specles and matching the optimal mesh size to 
the desired size or species of lndlvidual fish. For example, for moblle gear, the 
regulated minimum mesh size for m d  is 130mm square or 155mm diamond 
shaped mesh, which is determined by the fish's shape at a desired harvesting 
length (in this case, greater than 43cm) 
In principle, a fish size restriction is used to control both growth and recru~tment 
overfishlng by increasing the size at which fish are caught. When a fishlng gear 
is designed or modified in a way to effectively select and release smaller 
juvenlle fish, the expected benefits are a hlgher yield per recruit resultlng In a 
larger spawning stock size over tune. 
Selective harvesting projects are becom~ng an important part of the 
management framework as future gear regulations may depend upon the 
inforrnatlon gathered from these initiatives. At present, problems with gear 
restrictions may be problematic for selective harvesting projects. For example. 
in a multi-species trawl fishery the optimal mesh slze for release of juveniles 
may be diierent for each species. Under these circumstances the likelihood of 
achieving a selective gear design that is of benefit to each single species IS 
reduced. This may lead to indushy resistance and less willingness to provlde 
funding for projects (Organization for Ewnomic Co-operation and Development 
[OECD] 1997). To the extent possible, the expected results of a selectivity 
project must be outlined for each individual species that is expected to come in 
contact w~th the new gear design. in Vlis way industry and science can more 
accurately evaluate the true benefits of a proposed selective gear design. 
The future for the Atlantic fisheries depends on resource sustainablllty to the 
extent that a stock must support a fishery at least until it becomes secure 
enough to switch efforts to a more abundant species or one that promlses a 
hlgher rate of return per effort. History has shown that fish stocks ConslstenUy 
become over-exploited in splte of considerable management efforts to achieve 
othemise. Selectivity projects are best suited. not for perpetual resource 
sustainability but for the beneffi of Increasing the penod of tlme whereby a 
particular stock can be economically harvested. 
As more selective fishing gear is developed and fisheries managers galn a 
deeper understanding of the biological interactions amongst fish species, the 
question remalns whether or not lmposing more speaes-or slze-selective 
harvesting technologies and practtces a beneficial overall. The full ewnomlc 
and biological consequences in terms of resources expended and benefits to 
harvesters, processors and consumers must be determined before regulations 
can be set that would require or induce harvesters to use more selectwe gear. 
in order to accomplish any of these goals, the potential for inmrporatlon of a 
selective device or method must be thoroughly investigated by the wmplebon 
of selective halvesting prolects. 
The following sections 3.1 8 3.2 outline two selective hanesting projects. The 
first ~nvalves an attempt to reduce by-catches of turbot from a moblle gear 
(shnmp trawl). The second description illustrates projects designed to reduce 
the catch of iuveniie cod in a wdtrap using a mmbination of mesh size 
lnvestigatlons and specaic exclusion devlces. The sectton outlines the speclfic 
problem studled, indicates who were involved in the two projects and the 
degree to which the projects were successfully completed. Th~s prepares the 
reader for the final section of thls report, which wlll discuss the importance of 
comprehensive project planning and how this wdl improve the technology 
transfer environment in which selectivity projects can be implemented. 
Sect ion 3.0 Select ive F ish ing  Gear Deve lopment  
3.1 Mobile Gear: Reduction of Turbot By-Catch from Newfoundland 
Midshore Shrirn~ Vessels 
In April 1997, the Department of Fisheries and Oceans announced that the total 
allowable catch (TAC) for Northern Shrimp (Pandalus borealis) would be 
increased from 37.600 metric tons to 59.050 metric tons for the 1997 shrlmp 
fishing season (DFO 1997). About half of thls ~ncreased quota (10,580 tons) 
was destined for the midshore fleet (vessels 45' to 65') representing a 
sign~ficant increase in harvesting opportunity. Many of the vessels enterlng Into 
the fishety were not previously equlpped or deslgned to operate trawls and 
subsequently required significant modification. In 1998. the shnmp quota was 
again increased. to 85.270 metric tons. which included a 46.200 ton total quota 
for Shrlmp Fishing Area 6. NAFO reglon 3K-2J (Appendix A). Traditionally the 
Newfoundland midshore fleet has not previously participated in this fishery to 
any significant exlent. However, because of the reductions in gmundfish 
availability many harvesters have sought resource alternatives. Moving in the 
opposite direction to the shrinking tradltlonai gmundfish resource base has 
been the marked Increase in the abundance of shellfish species, particularly 
Northern Shrimp. The Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) is now 
enmuraging a rapid expansion In the harvesting capabi l i  of Newfoundland 
mldshore vessels to match the apparent availability of the shrimp resource. 
Both mid-shore and offshore participants in the Northern Shrlmp fishery from 
the AUantic region are concerned with the by-catch of juvenile turbot. Although 
ail of the trawls In this fishery must be equ~pped wiih a rigid separator devlce 
(Nordmore Grate), small to medium sized turbot are able to pass through the 
bar spaclng and !nto the cod-end. These shrimp allocations which form the 
basis of a relatively new and important midshore fishery are considered 
temporary and thelr continuance depends upon the ability to harvest wlthln 
certain conservation restrictions. One of the conservation issues is the bycatch 
of small turbot. Halvesten were very keen to find a solution before the situation 
worsened. 
The requirement to harvest Northern Shrimp under by-catch restricttons as 
stipulated under the annual shrimp management plans, coupled with an 
increased recognition by harvesten regarding resource sustainabiiity, has 
resulted in pressure fmm fishen for assistance from government and industry 
to find solutions. In 1997, a relatively new entrant to the Norlhern Shrimp Rshery 
approached the Flshing Technology Unit (FTU) of the Marlne Institute for 
assistance in gear modifications in order to reduce turbot by-catch. The FTU 
earlier had been involved in various projects involving selectivity of shrimp gear. 
including the design and testing of rig~d species separator grates, shrimp size 
separator grates and various mesh sizelshape investigations. Together, the 
FTU and the harvester approached the Canadian Centre for Fisheries 
Innovation m St. John's (CCFI), in search of funding and project support. CCFI 
recognized the need to find a solution to turbot by-catch, and subsequently 
agreed to become ~nvoived in the project's development. The Deparlment of 
Fisheries and Oceans, through the FRCC, was subsequently apprised of the 
project and gave support to the development of an at-sea-testing regme. Slnce 
then DFO has adopted an advisory role and has expressed mterest In 
expanding the project for further tests in the fall of 1998 
The main objective of this inltial pmjed was to investigate a means whereby 
modiicat~ons could be made to the trawi, which would allow the escape of 
turbot while mainta~nlng positive catch rates of shrimp. FTU speclallsts 
determined through discussions with the harvester that the most effedive way 
to reduce turbot bycatch may be to lengthen the mller chains used to attach 
the l w e r  section of the trawl (fishmg line) to the footgear (Fig. 4). It was 
hypothesized that by lengthening these chains the turbot would be gwen more 
mom to escape under the trawl as the area between the bottom of the 
trawllmouth region and the footgear would be significantly greater. Although 
turbot are believed to occasionally migrate vertically for feeding purposes, they 
generally stay in relative proximity to the bottom. As shrimp are distnbuted more 
evenly over a larger vertical range. caCh rates of shrimp would not be expected 
to decline appreciably when using lengthened toggle chains. Research on 
pelaglc trawls, for example, has indicated that gear contad wbth the seatloor 
may not be critical In the capture of shrimp species. 
Figure 4 :Typical Toggle (Roller Chaln) Amangement (Source: Sainsbury 4996) 
Studies of other flatfish species have indicated that the average slze of fish 
escaping the trawl from the reglon of the footgear was smaller than that for the 
fish being retained (Wabh 1992). This suggests that juvenlles especially can 
avoid capture from this region of the trawl if provided an adequate means of 
escape. Although the pmjecI was directed at an overall reduction of turbot by- 
catches, the ability to avoid catching small juvenile turbot was paramount. 
Avoiding larger individuals that would normally be selected by the ngid grate 
system would also prove beneficial, by increasing the probability of survlval 
after the selection process. Although ng~d grates are relatively effedlve 
selective devices there remalns concern for post selection moltalii due to 
contact with the grate and the associated stresses Involved when fish pass 
through these devices (Soidal and Engas 1997). 
Prior to the at-sea trial stage of the pmjectthe harvester Involved was observlng 
turbot by-catches ranging from approximately 13% to 38% of the total catch of 
shrimp with most being small turbot less than 23cm in length (FTU 1997a). 
The original trawl used by the harvester was a two-seam. 1000 mesh 
circumference bawl with a cod-end mesh size of 44mm diamond. Modificat~ons 
to the trawl involved replacing most of the 8" toggle chains with 38" chains. Thls 
increased the effective opening between h e  fishing line (lower trawl mouth) and 
footgear by 30' (Fig. 5). Chains at h e  ends of the fishing line were shorter at 
23" and 8" due to the presence of a large plate, whlch conneus the lower bridle 
arrangement to the footgear. Additional floats were also anached to the fishtng 
line to counteract the weight of the larger toggle cha~ns. If this had not been 
accounted for. the additional weight would have pulled the lower section of the 
trawl down closer to the sea-floor, negating any possible benefit from the use of 
longer chains. 
Figure 5.0: Toggle Chaln.Fodgear Modlflcalions (Source: FTU 19973) 
During at-sea trials, a total of seven tows were completed using the long toggle 
chain trawl. On board the vessel was a FTU gear technologist along with the 
regular complement of 4 fishers plus the master. The toggle chain modifications 
were made to the trawl at dockside pnor to ieavlng for the chosen test area. 
These modifications, although simple in pnncipie would be difficult to perform 
while at sea on a 55R vessel (Walsh pers.com. 1998). 
Once trials began, total weights for nonhem shrimp, turbot and other by- 
catches were recorded for each taw. Length frequencies were obtained for 
turbot from three of these tows. A total of 519 individual turbot ienglhs were 
obtained (FTU 1997a). Gear geometry (trawl opening, horizontal spread, tow~ng 
speed) was recorded with a hydro-acoustic net monltonng system throughout 
the tnals. 
Precise by-catch data for turbot was unavailable prior to the start of the project. 
However, a reasonable estimate was made through catch statistics from 
prewous trips. Before the trawl modifications, turbnt by-catch was usually In the 
v~cinity of 600 Ibs, or 275kg per tow (FTU 1997a). After the exlsting toggle 
chains were replaced with the longer ones, mean turbot bycatch was 146ibs 
per tow, which meant a 75% reduction In the amount of turbot retamed by the 
trawl. 
At present, a large percentage of the skippers involved in this fishery are 
reportedly abandoning the shorter toggle cham arrangement in favor of longer 
chains based on these and simtlar results and subsequent DFO 
recommendations (Brothers pers.com 1998). 
Overall this selective harvesting project produced what appear to be positive 
results. However. those Involved recognize the need for additional testing in 
order to quantity the potenllal of this modification for incorporation in the 
management plan. At present DFO has recommended the use of the longer 
toggle chains when possible. However, 11 has deferred regulating specific toggle 
chain length or footgear design pending further testing. 
3.2 Fixed Gear- Cod Trap Selectivity : Mesh Size Investigations. Use of 
Square Mesh Panels to Release Juvenile Cod 
The use of cod-traps as a method of fish harvest has come to symbolize the 
tnshore fishery of Newfoundland For over 120 yean, cod traps have been 
used to catch and retain migrating fish uslng a simple, yet emcient, catching 
method. 
Major modifications to cod trap design occurred in the 1960's when variants of 
Japanese inshore traps were introduced In hopes of improving catch rates. 
From the design influences of the Japanese style traps came the modlfied 
Newfoundland cod trap. An overall improvement over the traditional trap, the 
modified trap possessed a funneled entrance, whlch improved fish retentton. 
Typically. codtraps are constructed with meshes measunng 89mm (3.75") for 
the bottom and rear section (the 'drying twine"). As a result. codtraps can retaln 
a significant percentage of small fish during cartsin times of the year The front 
section of the trap and the leader are constructed of 127-178mm (5'7) [FRCC 
1994. Signifcant efforts have been directed towards determin~ng how an 
increased mesh size would benefit the fishery. Unfortunately, even an Increase 
in mesh size to 4" in the drying twine has the potential to retain as high as 40% 
smail fish (FTU 1997b..I). An Increase in mesh slze throughout the trap also 
has the potential to cause a loss of marketable size fish (Brothers & Hollet 
1991) For reasons such as these harvesters have been reluctant to agree lo 
proposalsto increase the minimum mesh size 
Although investigations Into mesh size characteristics have been occurring 
since W.H Whitley first introduced the trap in the 1870's. there has not been an 
industry consensus regarding the most appropriate mesh configuration from 
both an economic and sustainable fishery perspedwes Studies conducted In 
1960 by The International Commission for Northwest Atlant~c Flshenes 
(ICNAF), determined that a 4.5" mesh slze in the drying twine produced a sharp 
selectivity curve, and that thls size was "not far from being rlght for th~s geai' 
(Boulanger 1961..1). Although the 4.5" released 85% of the lPtal catch, the 
author considered this understandable considering the very smail average size 
of fish in the population (Boulanger 1961 ..i). 
During the 1970's, the Provincial Government of Newfoundland became 
increasingly involved in cod trap selectivity work. Although harvesting 
operations are fedeal jurisdiction, it was realized that changes In urd trap 
regulations would have a much more profound effect on Newfoundland fishers 
than those from the rest of the Atlantic region (Mercer 8 Allan 1979..4). Most of 
the studies camed out during this time period suggested that an increase ~n 
mesh slze above 3.5' allowed for the release of small fish and that further 
Studies be completed to determine the most appropriate mesh size from 
between 3.5' to 5'. During the 1980'9, in addition to continuing mesh size 
studies, selectivlty characteristics of square shaped meshes were evaluated 
based primarily on slmilar work with groundfish trawls whlch showed that use of 
this shape of mesh reduced the catch of small fish (Johnson 1985..1). 
One common thread to these lnvestlgative prolects was the role of the 
harvester in its completion. Generally harvesters were contracted to employ and 
use the expenmental gear designed by the sclentists and technolog~sts and had 
limited involvement in the project design and the evaluation of results. 
In 1997, three selectivlty projects were conducted with financial support from 
the CanadelNewfoundland Cooperation Agreement for Fishing industry 
Development (CAFID). These projects were pan of an effort to improve the 
pelformance of cod traps from a selectivity standpoint, before any future re- 
opening of the md-fishery (CAFID 1998). 
One of these projecls was a woperative effort between a group of harvesters In 
Petty Harbour (Best Parmers and Assoc~ates), the Fishing Technology Unit of 
the Marine Institute and the Canadian Centre for Fisheries Innovation. Initiated 
primarily by the fishers, this arrangement was more typical of a woperatlve 
project environment, in which harvesters identified and monitored the problem 
and assumed a more direct role in the determination of an appmpnate technical 
solution. 
The primary objective of this project was to evaluate the selectiviw potentlai of a 
codtrap modified with a I l m  x 5m panel with 4' mesh and a panel wlth 4 W 
mesh to act as a release mechanism for undersized cod retalned in the box of 
the trap. The contmi for the experiment was the use of the standard 3 51.8" 
mesh in the drying Wine. A second objective involved the investigation of whlch 
combtnation of mesh slzes would be the most appropriate for use In a 
commerc~al fishery (CAFID 1998) 
The trap used was based on a Japanese design with a trap circumference of 
110m and a total circumference including the retainer of 139m, similar In size 
and shape to those used most frequently in the area (FTU 1997b). The leader 
was 240m In length with 70mm mash m the wall CQnStNdion of the trap and 
9Imm in the back panel (drying Wine). 
m e  two panels installed as potentlal release mechanisms, were tested 
separately over a 30-day period. Each of the two panels were I l m  deep by 
5.5m wide and were installed in the middle of the drying Wine, occupying 113 of 
Ihe entire width of the back panel from top to bottom (Fig. 6). The panels were 
covered wRh a guidlng funnel, which led Into a small mesh retainer bag where 
all of the cod that escaped via the panels could be collected for examinatlan 
Figure 8.0 : lnstallatlon of Square Mesh PanellRetalner Bag (Source:CAFID 1998) 
The experimental trap was hauled each day by the fishers lnvolved and random 
lengths were obtained from the fish in the trap and the retainer respectwely. A 
representative from Ihe FTU was also present each day lo asstst in Ihe 
collection of data and the hauling of the trap. Once length and weight was 
recorded for the sample. the fish were Immediately released to mlnlmize 
potential mollality. Ail the fish remainlng In the trap were subsequently reieased 
through a series of zippers installed in the trap. 
During testing of the 4" panei. 1.866 fish were sampled with 1.103 taken from 
the retainer (afler escaping the trap) and 763 sampled directly from the trap A 
significant number (90%) of the fish sampled from the retainer were under 40cm 
In length. The trap also retained a large number of small fish wlth 76% befng 
under 40cm. This lndlcated that although the panel did allow smaller fish to exit 
the trap vla the panel, a number of small fish also remained In the trap itself. 
Cumulative length frequency distributions showed that the average length of 
fish caught in the trap was 5cm longer than that in the retainer Although lhts 
would suggest that the panel was effective in releasing more small fish whtle 
retalnlng more of the larger, the average slze of the fish In the trap was only 
38cm. The 4" panel released all fish under 28cm in length and retamed all fish 
over 46cm. Those Involved In the project however wam that smce the 
population consisted mostly of small fish, results are dimcult to ~nterpret. 
The 4 %" panei was also tested, however due to timelseasonality mnstramts, 
and relatively poor catch rates, only limited data was mllected on the 
effmiveness of this device. Similar constaints also prevented the completion 
of the investigation into the most appropriate mesh size mmbinat~on, which 
could be used throughout the trap. 
Although the lack of w d  In the area, and the small sizes observed prevented a 
complete test of the experimental gear (local lshers felt most fish migrated out 
of the area before the test began), the results that were obtained suggested that 
the use of a 4" panel did in fact have a pasitive Influence on the selectivity 
characteristics of R e  trap. 
It was felt that as a pllot pmJect to investigate the deslgn and implementation of 
the selective panel concept, Ris experiment proved to be a success. 
Rewmmendations were subsequently made that fullher tests be conducted 
during a more appropriate time during the fishing season to ensure that an 
adequate representation of the fish population could be obtained. 
Project extension however may require the establishment of additional sources 
of funding along wlth the possibility that new funding agencles and support 
penonnei may have to be ~nvoived. Thls is a problem for vwtuaily every 
Selective harvesting inRlative that is launched under Lhe current environment of 
government cutbacks and R e  dimcuities funding agencies face in acqutnng 
consistent sources of revenue to administer research and development 
programs. 
The following section (Section 4) will discuss the transferal of selective 
harvesting technologies between industry and government. and how desplte the 
fact that funds are sometimes scarce, the transfer of these technologies wlll 
wntinue through woperative attempts to meet ConseNatlOn objectives. 
Section 4.0 Effective Transfer of Selective Hawesting 
Technologies 
4.1 Current Resource Status and the Requirement for Selective Harvesting 
Projects i n  Atlantic Canada 
The stock status reports released annually by DFO portray a bleak picture of 
the health of groundfish stocks in the Atlantlc region. Harvesting maratorla 
continue to be in effect for 7 of 50 groundfish stocks reviewed yearly by the 
FRCC with low exploitation levels being established for many others. Many of 
the stocks not currently under moratoria, wlth the poss~ble exceptton of 
230616-F Greenland halibut. 3LN0 Yellowtall Flounder and 4VWX (Scotian 
Shelf) Sllver Hake. are showing p w r  signs of iecrtitment and growth (FRCC 
1997a). 
Fortunately. the fishing industry in Atlantic Canada is being supported by 
increases in landings and value of shellfish resources such as shr~mp, lobster. 
crab, scallop and surf clam. In 1996. figures for commercial landings by wetght 
for the region indicate that shellfish acmunted for 281,073 metric tons or 40% 
of all fish and marine plant products (Fisheries and Oceans 1996a). Nowhere IS 
the importance of shellfish more prevalent than in the Newfoundland region 
where In 1996 the total landed value for all shellfish pmducts in the province 
reached $233 million or approximately 80% of the total value for groundfish. 
shellfish and pelagics combined (Fisheries and Oceans 1996b). 
Unfortunately for many inshore harvesters, the dispersal of income from the 
shellfish-harvesting sector has been regionalized and economic benefits are 
concentrated in the hands of the larger operations. To alleviate this disparity. 
the groundfish fishery should be restored under a sustainable framework, to a 
level that pmvldes mare economic return for ~nshore haNesters than what 1s 
now present. 
Although the conditions that hastened the dedine of groundfish stocks (L e 
unsustainable harvesting practices, complex predator-prey relationships, and 
change in oceanic wndiiions) may have influenced a rapid growVl in shellfish 
biomass there are indications that this trend has slowed. This leads to a degree 
of Uncertainty regarding the future wmposit~on of the region's fish and shellfish 
resources. 
Fmm a national perspective, nowhere in Canada has the impotlance of 
selective fish harvesting received as much press recently as has been the case 
with the Pacific salmon fishery. Elements of more than 65 proposals regarding 
selective harvesting methods have been forwarded by all four sectors 
harvesters, processors, government and First Nations representatives, in the 
development of the 1998 Salmon Management Plan (DFO 1998b). These 
propcsals include small individual selective harvesting projects In addii~on to 
gear modification, in keeping with the requirement to satisfy the wnservation 
cnteria established by DFO to protect the Coho salmon. DFO Minister 
Andersan, has stated that a new 'selective fishing strategy dramat~cally 
changes the historic organization of BC fishing' (Vancouver Province 1998). 
Mirlster Anderson, has also stated that he would only consider 'selective" 
commerc!al fisheries in waters where intermingling of the various river stccks 
was low and the risk of accidentally catching Coho salmon was reduced 
(Vancouver Sun 1998 ). 
The significance of Minister Anderson's wrnments for the Atlantic region is the 
recognizable national directive to develop selective harvesting methods as a 
basis for continued fishing operations. There is a concern. however. that the 
concept of selective fish harvesting may be pushed beyond reasonable limits. 
Selective devices work best when there exish an appreciable difference 
between the physical or behavloal characteristics of two fish specles. Applying 
selective hawesting methods to Species so similar, as is the case with the West 
Coast salmon industry, is very difficult and if nothing else, it Identifies the 
severity of the s~tuation. A reasonable comparison could be made with certain 
species d flatfish on the Atlantic Coast. Companies operating offshore trawlers 
in the region are under strict by-catch limits on American plaice while directing 
for yellowtail flounder. Although these companies are usually willing to apply 
significant resources to finding a technical solution to this problem, there are 
limits to what can be done to improve gear selectivity. Surgeon-like precision is 
not usually possible when adjusting gear selectivity parameters. and attempting 
to select between species of such similarity goes beyond what can reasonably 
be expected. For species such as these, seasonal adjustments to fishing 
operations and avoidance of known species habitat may be the only effective 
solution. 
One of the problems from a management perspective has traditionally been the 
reliance on the single specles approach to resource allocations In splte of the 
fact that these are multispecies fisheries, This has sometimes forced the 
concept of gear selectivity to be promoted as a more useful tool to achleve 
resource sustainabilii than is realistically possible. In wnlunclton wlth 
increased efforts b address the issues surrounding resource allocatlon. 
selective hawesting pm~ects would promote the concept of sustainable Rshenes 
by demonstrating that harvesters can have a positive influence by employing 
responsible pradlces whenever possible. 
On both masts fishers are calling for federal aid to support selective hawestlng 
projects and more conservation measures to protect fish stocks. The reality of 
the situation is that the Federal Department, like 11s pmvrncial counterparts. IS In 
the midst of cost cutting measures which have curtailed the departmenfs ability 
to fund various projects. 
4.2 Reducing Management Costs by Supporting Co-perative 
Arrangements 
Operating expenditures in 199411995 for the Department of Fisheries and 
Oceans totaled $750 million dollars. By 1999. the annual operating budget will 
be reduced by 40% to $450 million. Management operattons (licensing, 
enforcement, consultation and planning) will be reduced from $234 to $122 
million during this same time period (Burke et. ai 1996). 
TO achleve these significant cuts in expenditures DFO is foliow!ng three rnaln 
strategies, 1) the continuing adherence to the core mandate of conservation for 
sustainable use. 2) a consolidation of infrastructure and employee reductton. 3) 
the establishment of partnerships wlth harvesters and stakeholders. 
Cooperative projects are a necessity in today's environment of cost cutting 
measures and the establishment of a more transparent management 
framework The ievei of government participat~on, federal or provincial, will vary 
with individual projects depending on the nature of the project and the abilrty of 
various departments to attach sometimes scarce resources to its completion. 
Regardless of governmental participation in completing the project, federal 
agencies must back these initiatives with a solid commttment by pravlding 
advice and assisting in the presentation of project results to industry upon 
cornoletion. 
In general. fish harvesters have recognized the need for collaboration and are 
willing to accept more responsibility, including wsts associated with conducting 
selectivity expsnments. Some of these costs may be absorbed by the 
harvester depending on the nahlre of the project or by various unions and 
industry support associat~ons. Within the turbot by-catch prolect previously 
examined, a portion of the projecrs financial requirements were covered by the 
harvester in terms of vessel operating costs and logistic support. With respect 
to the codtrap studies outlined, the local area Co-operative was instrumental m 
providing funds and arranging technlcai support. 
4.3 Regulating Harvesting Technology to Achieve Conservation 
Objectives 
Much of the increased industry involvement and support for selectivity projects 
can be attributed to the fact that many of the written pmposals for project 
development and support origtnate directly from the harvesters themselves. 
Harvesters have become more proactive in their approach to findlng solutions 
to sustainable harvesting issues and are more likely to lead various initiatives to 
implement these solutions. This change in appmach should be viewed as a 
fundamental change for the better, especially when the time comes for 
government to implement specific regulations concerning gear and harvesting 
methods. 
The federal government is in the business of cost reduction. Therefore 
consideration must be given lo circumstances where the implementation of a 
selective technology may be done more cheaply and efficiently by direct 
regulation This has not proven to be very effective in the long run as ~t leads to 
the perception of industry over-regulation. By far the most beneficial approach 
would be the inclusion of such technology in an annual Consewatlon 
Hawesting Plan (CHP) put forward by the fishers themselves. Conservation 
Harvesting Plans are developed each year for individual stocks and gear 
sectors through advlsory councils made up of harvesters, DFO officials, and 
advisory committees. A conservation plan may include the use of speclfic gear 
types, gear modifications, or operating practlces to meet the consewatlon 
objectives set out by DFO. A remmmendat!on IS subsequently put forward to 
the Minlster of Flshenes following a review by DFO officials. The minlster may 
then ultimately determine the status of a particular fishery for the following year 
based on what is included In these harvesting plans. 
While there are limits to what fishing gear seledivib can accomplish within the 
complexities of the natural environment and industry actions, there are 
numerous examples within the Atlantic region of the benefits that may be 
obtained. The adoption of the Nordmore Grate in the Northem Shrimp Fishety, 
or the Use of salmon deflectors on cod and capelin traps, are only two examples 
of successful selective harvesting devices adopted in the past decade. 
This paper has attempted to establish that the implementation of selective 
harvesting technologes through selectivity projects completed within a 
cooperative environment has a fundamental place within the new framework of 
sustainable resource exploitat~on. Pursuant to this, industry acceptance and 
support of the applied technology is the ultimate goal of selective harvesting 
projects and ultimately the manner in which thls technology is either accepted 
or rejected plays a critical role within the management framework The 
successful establishment of a cooperative environment will depend on how the 
various part~cipants work together and to a large extent on how they view each 
others role in the industry. For harvesters especially, the implementation of new 
technology depends on the confidence they hold in the information used to 
make the relevant dec~sions. The following Section 4.4 describes briefly some 
of the processes that occur when new technologies or 'Innovations' are 
introduced within the fishing industry. Thls will be used as a basts to make 
certain suggestions to enhance the technology transfer process. 
4.4 Industby Accepbnsa of New "Salective" Fishing Gears and 
Harvesting Methods 
Although this paper has dealt primarily with the theoretical and technological 
side of selective fish harvesting methods, the fundamental problems faced by 
the fishing industly are not technology based or even resources based, but are 
directly linked to socioeconom~c factors from outs~de the fishery. These facton 
are responsible above all else for the chmnic problems of over-capacity, 
unsustainable harvesting practices and dependence on government income 
support. Wh~le it is beyond the scope of any slngle reporl lo deal definltlvely 
with the many social and cultural influences that affect a fishery, fmm a project 
development perspective it is important to conslder their posslbie effect on 
S U C C ~ S S ~ U ~  testing and implementation. 
One of the most important factors in the successful implementation of new 
harvesting methods is acceptance by harvesters who will be required to use ~t 
on a regular basts. Acceptance, in this context, refers to the voluntary adoptlon 
of the selective harvesting method into normal haNesting operat~ons. 
Acceptance of a new or modified harvesting method suggests that government 
regulations regardmg use and operation might only be required as a 
precautionary measure and to ronltor the degree of compliance. Acceptance 
also suggests that harvesters understand the application of the technology and 
are appreciative of the economic and blologlcal benefits that may be realized. 
Aside fmm the obvious need to determine whether or not the new technology 
offer& actually works, seledivity pmjects also require a benchmark to assist In 
determining overall success or fadure. Although the theoretrcal goal of 
sustainable harvesting is to maintain a maximum yield from a fishery, glven the 
complexities of the resource it would be dimcult to equate project success with 
any corresponding change in stock dynamics. Therefore, industry acceptance 
or rejectton of the technology involved and the way in which it 1s adopted, 
provide more accessible reference points from whlch to critique selectivity 
projects. If a project falls because harvesters reject the technology applbed ~t IS 
posslble that the soiution chosen was lnappmpriate for that circumstance 
lnappmpnate technological solutions may occur. However, the information 
gathered fmm a ''failed' project may be of as much use as a "successful' 
innovation if the results are interpreted correctly. inappropriate technology may 
take the form of a poody designed device or mod'ficauon, a cost prohlbltlve 
dewce. a devlce that 1s difficult to regulate and monitor. or a technologlcai 
mlsmatch between the current method of harvest and the proposed selective 
~nnovation. 
For example. James Acheson (1988) attributed the hesitancy to adopt new 
6shlng techniques in the Mame lobster fishery in the 1970's to a number of 
social factors. Acceptance hinged primarily on social relationships and taditton. 
Although new trap designs were found to catch more lobsters per trap, these 
facts were not widely appreciated and ultimately acceptance depended on the 
local %sherman's harbour gang' and one's position or stature within that gang 
Members of these 'pangs" are usually fishers whose similar experiences and 
sociai place (area fished, gear used, historical involvement etc.) within a 
part~cular fishery identify them as belonging to a unique group. There usually 
exists a flow of information within the gang and fishers rely on this to obtaln 
information about fishing areas, catch rates, and innovations (Acheson 1988). A 
similar soclal process occurs in practically all fishing communities In Atlantlc 
Canada. In many circumstances, those members occupying hlgher levels of 
status and who are traditionally the most successful harvesters in the 
community are the ones mast likely to bemme involved in cooperative fishing 
technology projects. These assoclatlons exlst in virtually all Rsheries at various 
levels of organization, and must be considered when designing a selecttnty 
prqect or attempting to implement a gear regulation 
The introduction of new gear technology and responsible fishing practices In 
Atlantic Canada has been a cumulative process, relylng more on inniatlve and 
comm~tment to specific projects than on an established management 
framework. Although sometimes lacking formal structure. this approach has 
provided for a degree of flextblllty, whlch has enabled more equitable work~ng 
arrangements amongst those involved This is crucial considering the 
moperatile nature of today's harvesting projects and the number of pallies that 
must be involved to provide basic resources, especially funding. Flexlbtlity In 
project design also improves logistics, as most projects are sea-tested during 
regular commercial operations. 
The significance this holds for industry and community acceptance IS that 
projects that lack flexibility and do not enccurage harvesten to assume a 
pivotal role will not easily progress fmm the testing stage lo  possible 
~mplementat~on. I.=. a lag in acceptance. In other words, if the project doesn't 
provide a measure of success that Me harvesters conslder as belng largely due 
to thew efforts. interest will fade, and the appropriateness of the prolect will be 
auestioned. 
When discuss~ng Me theory behind acceptance or rejectlon of innovative fishing 
technoiogles. ~t is Important to view the ldea of "innovation' a degree of 
restraint. Many seiectlve fish harvesting projects are developed wlth very llnle in 
regard to technical sophatication. Far example, by simply increasing toggle 
chain length one is not advancing fishing gear technology by leaps and bounds. 
Fish harvesten as a collective are amongst Me most innovative of any social 
group: thsy must be to survive. However, most regard innovations from outside 
their immediate grouping wth reservation, especially inliatives sponsored 
primarily by government. Fownately, many of the selectivity tw ls  available 
today are based on slmple applicat~ons requiring a good knowledge of fish 
behavior and how Mls knowledge can be taken advantage of to obtain the 
required results. 
Barnen (1953) described innovation as a 'novelty' with the emphasls being 
placed on the newness of the intenelationship of its parts, not thelr number. in 
other words ~t IS not as crucial to quantlfy innovation as it 1s to understand that 
possibly the most important aspect is the qualitative departure from habitual 
patterns And Barnen poses a fundamentally important question that IS lust 
which lndlviduals In a group are most likely to accept or reject a particular 
novelty7' Thts question IS important to consider because, as Jailade and Prado 
(1998) have stated. "current technologies are a result of constant developmen! 
over a long period of time, whlch makes change and introduction difficult'. 
ldentlfication of the reasons why certain indlvlduals would be hesitant to adopt 
new fishing technologies is cruclal to shortening this development penad. 
Returning to Bamen for further clarification, one of the primary problems in 
moving a selectivllq proled past the testing phase and having the results 
~mplemented is not whether or not the method or device will be rejected or 
accepted autnght, but rather the lag In acceptance that occurs. Eventually ail 
harvesters would be expected to reach the acceptance stage either willingly. 
reluctanfly or unwillingly, given that a method has been deemed to be 
appropriate from a regulatory perspective. Bametl describes a technology 
'continuum" where "unrelenting, die-hard cansewatives" exlst at one extreme 
and "quick and easy acceptors" the other. Althwgh Barnett's work is rather 
dated and does not explicitly speak to the fishing industry, the process of 
technology acceptance he descnbes seems to reflect the  deals and issues 
present in today's fish halvestlng communities. 
Figure I: Barnan's '"Technology Conllnuum." (Adapted from: Barnen 1953) 
Applying Bamett's description. one can conslder that at any one moment during 
the development and implementation of a selectwe harvesting initiative there 
will be a pattem along the continuum. Thls pattem will be Influenced by a 
number of factors speufic to a fishery or fishing rnmmunlty including: 
1 Blologlcal status of the fishery 
2. Economic status of the industry 
3. Project design and planning 
4. Government policy and regulations 
5. Current level of technology 
6. Social structure of the populaBon 
A key concern for Vlose seeking to implement new selective harvesting 
technolog~es is the relative location of individuals on this continuum. Hence. 
does current government policy influence some hardesters to be reststant and 
more likely to reject the technology or to be accepting and willing to give 
considerable support? 
The practbcel problem from a fisheries management perspective, is the resulttng 
lag in acceptance that may occur due to an inappropriate implementation 
process. Rather than attempt to influence the degree of acceptance by limtting 
attention to problems of resource sustainabllity and socio-economics directly. 
fisheries managers should concentrate prlmarlly on prqect design and 
planning. Projects that are based wlthin a cooperative framework that includes 
adequate and timely funding, flexibility in deslgn, uses appropriate technology 
from a regulatory and operational perspective, and are completed ~n a timely 
manner will have a much better chance of becoming a widely adopted and 
endorsed method of harvest. In this manner, industry will have more incentive 
to participate and there will be more confidence in the ability of government to 
properly implement and regulate new conservation oriented flshlng gears. 
4.5 Building Project Incentive through Comprehensive Planning 
Watson (1998) suggested that voluntary acceptance of technology transfers wlil 
be resisted without proper incentive, and that those involved in the harvesting of 
the resource must be active participants in all aspects of planning. development 
and evaluation of new technaiogles Initiative and lncentive are factors cruclal 
to the completion of selectivity proiects, and will be lost if a number of major 
issues are not considered. The mast ioglcal way to develop and malntaln 
initiative and lncentive a to develop a more dynamic and coopeatwe fishery 
management regime that provides a ready platform from whlch to launch 
appropriate projects. 
The following outline identifies major issues, some of whlch are very broad in 
scope, that fisheries managers and fish harvesters must consider durlng the 
design and ~mplementation phase of selectivity projects. 
1. Problem identlflcallon 
0 Full consultation required wiih harvesters who have traditionally fished 
the area. 
0 Quantification is important. Is this a perceived or actual pmblem? What IS 
the magnitude of the problem? How do the various gear sectors and 
fishing associations view the pmblem? 
Q Preliminary observations with underwater cameras or gear sensors may 
prove invaluable. 
O Review of published resuits from simliar problems necessary. What does 
national or international experience suggesP 
Industry Proposals 
Many proposals now onglnate directly from harvesters experienced with 
al-sea observation and matching new fishing techniques to lhesz 
observations. Careful wnsideration must be glven to the content and 
project potential of these proposals 
A project proposal lacking appropriate format or saentific validii wlli not 
usually elictt a positlve response from potentlal funding agencies. 
Most successful harvesters are inherently ~nnovative. Therefore they 
should be encouraged to work directly wlth the scient~sts/technolog~sts 
dunng design stage and, if applicable, have direct input Into the project 
proposal. 
Co-oprative Arrangements and Privatiiatlon 
Government still retains pivotal role. However, an increasing amount of 
experimental design and research is being done by private entities. Thls 
requlres an effective llalson between sectors. 
The ~mplementation d technical measures in fisheries management 
along with the establishment of w-management requires an improved 
process whereby appropriate instiitions and agencies can be ident~fied. 
and formal decisions can be made. 
Static technical measures alone amount to an incomplete management 
system (Lane and Stephenson 1995). Co-aperative arrangements must 
emphasis the participatory nature required of those who will be affected 
the most. Harvesters must have representation at every level ln the co- 
management system. 
3 AS was evldencw ~n tne pmiect examples narvesten In retun for =ore 
decls on-maang responslo Ill es musl aosorb more 01 Ine msls 
assocta.ed wolh the comp elan of selecuve narvesung pr0,eCs 
4. The Responsibility of  Government 
0 The attempt to link modern technology capabilities and current fishery 
exploitation practices to improved management is a IoRy goal 
Government agencies must manage the fishery wlthin reasonable 
boundaries as determined primarily by the nature of the resource and the 
abliity of selective harvesting initiatives to prove effective. 
0 The key to voluntary acceptance on behalf of harvesters is confidence in 
the ~nfarmat~on used to make management decisions. Government must 
assume a straightforward approach and malntaln the inltlative to pmvlde 
a more transparent management policy. 
0 Given that many negative influences are In fact external to the fishery. 
managers must appreciate the need to Integrate social sclenttfic 
research wlthin specific management plans. More documented research 
should be presentad to government officials concerning communfty 
conservation ethics. 
0 Government must provide an improved system to monltor the transferal 
of management responsiblilty to the approprlate commundy level 
5. Completion under Normal Fishing Conditions 
0 Fundamental to the mst-sharing requirement as well as satisfying the 
need to acquire representative data. 
0 Concern lies with the need to maintain profitability plus conclude 
necessary experimentation. Following standardized protocols while 
'Vshing under normal condiiions" requires sound knowledge and 
generous mperation. A mmprehensive at-sea-testlng regime is a must. 
0 Whenever possible, harvesters must be given the lead role and 
responsibility in providing 'good" scientific data. 
6. Cornrnunlcation of Results 
J Upon pmject completion, formal reports should be presented to the 
fishing industry and applicable funding agencies. in additton, details of 
the report and further discussions should be presented through follow-up 
seminars with harvesters. 
3 If the harvesters or representative associations themselves generate the 
final reparts. these documents should be d~stributed to the appropriate 
governmental agencles. 
3 If the project is successful a media package including videos, brochures, 
prepared releases etc, should be prepared for wide distnbution. 
0 If the project identifies an improved method of hawest, the results should 
be incorporated Into "Responslble Fishing' train~ng programs to be 
administered by the relevant education institutions. 
3 Development of a "real-time' network Is crucial. The Responslble Fishmg 
Technology Network Pilot Project for the East Coast has been identified 
as a hlgh priorlty project. Benefits of an onitne network would ~ncludc 
Identification of relevant expertise from various sectors of lndustty 
and government. 
Comparabve analysis of simllar projects throughout the region 
. L~alson with the varlous funding agencles who are willing to support 
selective harvesting initiatives. 
. Sharing of data, especially that generated by the harvesters w~l l  help 
to unify the Industry. 
. Important links can be made to International experiences and 
expertise. 
While there will always be more involved in any project's planning and 
~mplementation than what has been cnvered by these few points, they may 
nonetheless pmve very critical lo pmject success. Within the new cnoperative 
management framework that is being promoted there are likely to be many 
reversals of roles with respect to who designs tests and implements new 
harvesting methods and technologies. At times hatwesters may only be called 
upon for iim~ted involvement, while at other times il may be the harvesters 
themselves who requlre only government supervlslon as they apply thew 
knowledge and skills to determine appropriate fish harvesting technologjes 
Thbs change in approach to how gear technologies have been investigated In 
the past requires a more fundamental understanding of the entire process 
~nvolved, lnciuding how fishing mmmunties approach the questlon of 
technology transfers Finally, acknowledgement of Ule vanous points included 
here w!il help to Improve the environment (F1g.1) in which seiectlve ha~vest~ng 
projects are conducted. 
5.0 Conclusion 
Future growth In the fishing industry of Atlantic Canada will depend on the 
ability to sustain available fish resources through increased panlcipatlon of the 
lndustry In the management process and a cooperative effon to fish 
responsibly. Acceptance of new technologies and management measures are 
likely to depend on the confidence individuals, especially harvesten. have In 
the information that 15 used to make these declslons. Increased panlclpatlon by 
ail sectors in the completion of dedicated selectivity pmlects would help to lnstlll 
confidence in the management framework. As pan of the larger "w- 
management' approach ,twill be the fishing industly who will be offered the 
responsibility of applying appmprlate technical measures to everyday 
harvesting operations. Selective harvesting projects based on government- 
industry cooperation is therefore expected to assume a more dynamic mle m 
the promotion of more responsible fishing practices. 
Those involved In the lndushy must remain reqnizant that technical measures 
alone cannot be expected to alleviate problems such as resource ailocation. 
resource variability, acceptance of technology, and attempts to circumvent 
harvesting regulations. Nonetheless. the development of more species and 
sze selective harvesting gears and methods may be expected to have a 
posnwe ~nfluence by demonstrating that industry can work with government to 
achieve conservation objectives This would help reduce the damaging effects 
of overcapacity and Ihe inherent pressure that exists to push exploitation levels 
to thelr limits and frequently beyond. 
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